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By Diana Murray

Roaring Brook Press, United States, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The crew of the pirate ship the Rusty Heap are a fearsome bunch! They re tougher than
gristle and barnacle grit. They heave and they he and they swab and they .knit? Well, one of them
does, at least. Unfortunately for Ned, his knitting doesn t go over well with the captain and crew.
But when the briny ocean beast shows up to feast on the Rusty Heap and its crew, maybe Ned s
knitting is just the ticket to save the day! From author Diana Murray and illustrator Leslie Lammle
comes a delightfully salty picture book about a pirate boy whose unusual hobby puts him at odds
with his friends, but ultimately proves worthwhile. With an appealing angle on individuality, Murray
s hilarious characters and Lammle s bright illustrations are sure to win over even the most
reluctant landlubber.
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These sorts of pdf is the greatest pdf available. It really is writter in simple words and never di icult to understand. I am just very easily could get a delight
of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Allen Ca ssin-- Mr . Allen Ca ssin

The ebook is easy in read through preferable to understand. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. I realized this
publication from my dad and i encouraged this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Fa usto Jenkins Sr .-- Dr . Fa usto Jenkins Sr .
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